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PUBLICATIONS

I.

China
A. General Information

NEW SOURCES FOR CHINESE PUBLICATIONS
Two new book dealers in the PRC are now ready to serve you in acquiring ma
terials in their respective areas. The first is the Xiada Bookstore
( J ^ | j
) , Xiamen University Postbox 83, Xiamen, Fujian Province, PRC.
The manager there Is Mr. Zhang Shanqing (
4
) who is willing to search
books published in Fujian, Quangdong, Quangxl for his customers overseas.
Antony Marr of Yale has had two transactions with this store and is happy to
report that the service is very satisfactory. The second is the Tianjin
Publishing Company (
& J k & i 7 E si
) located at 29 Hubei Road,
Tianjin, PRC. They offer titles published in the Northeast China. After
two trial orders, Mr. Marr reports that their service is very good too. Both
firms are willing to search titles for their overseas customers.
/

(Subcommittee on Chinese Materials)

STATE COUNCIL NAMES LI YIMANG TO HEAD BOOK BOARD
[Text] Beijing, December 22 (XINHUA) — A nine-year plan for 1982 to 1990 on the
compilation and publication of ancient books will be mapped out by a planning
body reconstituted recently under a decision taken by the State Council to
step up this work.
A circular issued on the subject by the State Council says this is very im
portant work, which will aid understanding of ancient culture and development
of the national culture. It will also support the traditional cultural edu
cation of the younger generation.
"A group to plan the compilation and publication of ancient books was set up
in 1958," the circular notes. However, after working for several years, the
group was stopped, and now the majority of its members have died.
"During the past 20 years, some 2,000 ancient books were sorted out and pub
lished. But the number falls far short of the wealth of ancient classics which
need to be reedited and published," the circular says.
It is estimated that China now has more than 80,000 ancient titles on litera
ture, history, philosophy, medicine, engineering, astronomy, meteorology and
mathematics. Some were written on bamboo slips or silk. Others were in
scribed on oracle bones or tortoise shells during the Shang Dynasty (16th-llth
century B . C . ) . They were written in different styles of calligraphy in
cluding zhuan shu (seal script), kai shu (regular script) and li shu (clerical
script). A small number were written in minority nationality languages
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Including Tartar, Manchu, Tibetan and Uygur.
79-year-old Li Yimang was appointed head of the new planning group, which has
5 3 members and 34 advisers.
Some leading Chinese scholars, including Ye Shengtao, Feng Youlan, Xia Nai,
Wang Li, Yu Pingbo, Qian Zhongshu and Zhou Gucheng, have made invaluable con
tributions to this work over the years.
Li Yimang told XINHUA in an interview today that the planning group "will
mainly publish ancient books of literature, history, philosophy and books on
Buddhism and Taoism."
Li is an experienced research worker on ancient Chinese books, especially
classical Chinese literature. In the 1950's, he collated and annotated
several collections of poems written in the Five Dynasties (907-960). They
were published by the People's Publishing House. He took part in the famous
Long March in 1934-1935 and has been engaged in foreign affairs work since
the founding of new China.
Li Yimang said, "The group is composed of scholars who are known for their
research in literature, history and philosophy as well as of experienced
specialists in this field. Some young researchers are also included.
"They will collate and annotate books from the dynasties before the 1911
revolution. In the past, books of the Qing Dynasty were not collected, but
the culture of the Qing Dynasty has a direct influence on China's m o d e m
culture."
He said that besides doing the work of punctuation, annotation and collation,
systematic research work must be carried out and academic evaluations made.
(From FBIS PRC National Affairs,
Dec.23, 1981. Contributed by
Chi Wang)

CIA RESEARCH AIDS ON CHINA
The Library of Congress Photoduplication Service is pleased to announce the
availability of the microfilm edition of the 1980 CIA Research Aids on China,
the sixth in the series
In July 1975 the Photoduplication Service first offered CIA Research Aids on
the People's Republic of China (PRC) in microfilm as "Seven Research Reports
on the People's Republic of China." Since 1976 these research aids have been
offered annually under the current title. The first three reels of re
search aids for the years 1973-197 7 were microfilmed in chronological order
and exclude wall charts and directories. From 1978 the microfilm is arranged
by subject, in the order listed in CIA Publications Released to the Public
(March 1981; NF 81-10007) issued by the National Foreign Assessment Center,
and includes wall charts and directories.
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Full contents of the latest reel (1980) are listed below. Contents of the
earlier reels may be determined by consulting CIA Publications Released to
the Public.
All six reels are available in both 35mm positive, silver halide, safety base
microfilm, or unbound electrostatic positive prints. The prices listed below
include domestic postage.
Price
Reel No.
6
5
4
3
2
1

Years Covered
1980
1979
1978
Aug.76-Ncv.77
Aug.75-Apr.76
Oct.73-May 75

Microfilm
$20.00
24.00
22.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

Elect. Prints
$32.00
90.00
72.00
36.00
32.00
21.00

Address orders and inquiries to the Library of Congress, Photoduplication
Service, Department C-251, Washington, D. C. 20540. All orders must specify
the reel numbers and type of reproduction. For shipment to other than North
American addresses, add an additional $1.00 per reel for microfilm or $12.00
per reel for electrostatic positive prints. Make checks payable to the
Library of Congress Photoduplication Service.
(continued on page 77)

B. Individual items and collections
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SELECTED WORKS ABOUT THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
Compiled by Karen Siu-chu Lee and Anna Choung-mei Tai. Taipei, Taiwan:
Kwang Hwa Publishing Co., 1981. 105 p.
This bibliography of works about Taiwan contains 249 publications in
troducing various aspects of the island. In addition to the general in
formation, general periodicals, and general statistics sections, materials
are divided into 23 topics ranging from Agriculture and Fishery, Arts,
and Communication and Transportation to Science and Technology. Descrip
tive annotation is provided for each entry. An author index and a title
index are included. Also attached is a list of publishing houses where
readers are to order or ask for details of the publications.
The majority of the works were published during the past five-year period
and can be obtained either as gifts or at a minimal charge from the
appropriate sources. Although all items listed were published in Taiwan
and most of them are in English, different editions of some titles are
also available in Chinese or other languages. Abbreviations representing
the various languages are given along with the other bibliographic infor
mation on each item.
One drawback of this bibliography lies in its lack of defined scope and
criteria by which the items were selected. It would also prove to be
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useful for general readers If an Introductory note were provided for each
topic. Nevertheless, these shortcomings in no way deny the value of the
book as a handy reference for students and scholars in the field of Chinese
Studies, as well as a general guide for readers interested in the Republic
of China on Taiwan.
(Karen T. Wei)

CHUNG HUA MIN KUO CHUNG WEN CH'I K'AN LIEN HO MU LU
^ f & 69 $ ^ *fl +»J
JW ^ §
fck
• Compiled by Kuo 11 Chung-yang t'u shu kuan. Taipei:
Kuo li Chung-yang t'u shu kuan, 1980. 2 vols. (1842, 102, 282 pp.)
US $35.00.
This union catalog, issued by the National Central Library in Taipei, is
a photocopy of a printout from a Chinese-matrix typewriter attached to
a Wang 2200 V S Chinese computer employing COBOL language and selfdeveloped software. The data contained in these volumes can also be re
trieved on-line at various library terminals.
The catalog contains a union listing of some 7,453 Chinese serials held
in 171 libraries in Taiwan as of 1979. The majority of the serials
listed were published in Taiwan, but there are a few Hong Kong periodicals
included, as well as a number of mainland China serials published before
1949. The serial entries are arranged by the number of strokes of the
first character of the title. Each entry consists of a sequential
Identification number, the title in Chinese characters and in romanization,
frequency of publication, date of first issue, place of publication and
publisher, subject classification number, ISSN if assigned, all of which
is followed by a detailed listing of the serial holdings of reporting
libraries. It is planned to update this computerized union listing every
two years.
At the end of volume 2 there are two useful indexes. The first lists
the titles of the serials by their subject classification numbers; the
second provides an alphabetical listing of the titles in Wade-Giles
romanization. Both indexes are keyed to the sequential identification
numbers used in the main body of the union list.
(Richard C. Howard. Another descrip
tion, containing essentially the same
information, was subsequently received
from the National Central Library,
Taipei)

/

CHUNG-HUA MIN-KUO T'U-SHU LI EN-HO MU-LU
tpf*/Hllt*&^B $k
Pl/H
*t
^2-"*"r'^^(Union Catalogue of Chinese Books of the Repub
lic of China, 1977-79), 4 volumes. Compiled by the Cataloguing Department,
National Central Library, 1980-81. US$23.00 each for volumes 1 and 2.
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This four-volume compilation lists books published from 1977 through 1979,
and the holdings of these works in 15 major libraries in the Republic of
China. Books published by the National Central Library between the years
of 1974 and 1976, but not covered in the Union Catalogue of Chinese Books
of the Republic of China, 1974-76, are also included. The arrangement of
the titles is by stroke count. Each bibliographic entry includes the title,
author, date of publication, place of publication, publisher, number of
volumes or pages, size, series, location, and classification number. Pre
sently, volumes 1 and 2—which cover titles in which the first character
consists of from one to ten strokes—are available; the compilation of
vols. 3 and 4 are underway; these also soon will be available.
(National Central Library, Taipei)

CHUNG-KUO CHIN TAI SHIH LUN CHU MU LU, 1949-1979
H-tfLf^ & ! $ * B ^ :
-%jwx J U
-JLMLVAJ
Compiled by Fu-tan ta hsiieh li shih hsi tzu liao
shih
fa^^f£'R)J)3^'$i'%jt\'S• Shanghai: Jen min ch'u pan she,
1980. 352 pp.
This work indexes the writings on modern Chinese history published in
China during the three decades from 1949 to 1979. It is divided into
three separate parts: (a) An index to more than 10,000 articles in peri
odicals and newspapers; (b) an index to articles published in more than
80 symposia or other books of collected essays; and (c) an index to over
1,200 book-length works. In each of the three indexes, bibliographic
citations are listed under two broad classes: (i) general works, sub
divided under such special topics as political and social history,
economic history, foreign relations, cultural history, local history,
and historic personalities; and (ii) classified works, subdivided under
major historical events or periods, such as the Opium War, the Taiping
Rebellion, the period between 1860 and the 1890's, the 1898 Reform
Movement, the Boxer Uprising, the 1911 Revolution, and the Peiyang
Warlord period. Bibliographic entries in all three parts are listed by
title, followed by the name of the author(s), and then by publication
information.
Within the field of modern Chinese history, the indexes in this volume
serve as useful supplements and updates to writings indexed in such
earlier publications as the Chung kuo shih hsueh lun wen so yin, published
by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (2 vols., 1957), and Yii Ping-Kuen's
Chinese History: Index to Learned Articles (2 vols., 1963, 1970).
(Richard C. Howard)

CHUNG-WEN T'U-SHU CHI-TU PIEN-MU KE-SHIH
^•SCU t A ^ 4 t Bi&5*J
(Chinese MARC Format for Books). By the Library Automation Planning
Committee. Chinese MARC Working Group. 2nd ed. Taipei: Library Associa
tion of China and National Central Library, 1981. viii, 204p. Paper bound
US $14.00; cloth bound US$17.00. Chinese and English versions.
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Fortunately, this study will be greatly facilitated by this new annotated
bibliography, compiled by Professor Tien-wei Wu and published by the
Harvard-Yenching Library. It makes accessible the some 1,500 items in
the collection of material which General (and later Vice-President) Ch'en
Ch'eng assembled during the campaigns (known in Peiping at the time as
"Bandit Suppression Campaigns") which he led against the Communist forces
on behalf of the National Government. Although a selection of these docu
ments had been made available in printed form as early as 1935, under the
title Ch'ih-fei fan-tung wen-chien hui-pien (and had been reprinted in
Taipei in the early 1960's), this was an edited and printed selection,
totaling somewhat less than 2,000 pages. By contrast, the material
filmed for the Hoover Institution occupies 21 full microfilm reels. This
would involve some 17,000 to 21,000 exposures; and when we recall that
many of these exposures contain two pages of material, the total number
of pages reproduced here could be conservatively estimated at between
25,000 and 30,000. The quantity of this material is thus perhaps 15 times
greater than that of the 1935 publication. In addition, the microfilm
reproduces the original unedited handwritten documents, sometimes in a
highly cursive script. A selection of Ch'en Ch'eng documents was published
also by the late Professor Hsiao Tso-liang in the second volume of his
Power Relations within the Chinese Communist Movement, 1930-1934 (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1967). Professor Hsiao's total of 273
documents, however, also includes a number from the Bureau of Investiga
tion (Tiao-ch'a Chti). The number of documents drawn from the Ch'en Ch'eng
collection is therefore far below that included in the microfilm.
In 1960 the Hoover Institution was given permission to microfilm these
documents. The actual filming was performed at the Academia Sinica,
Nankang, and was supervised by Eugene Wu, who, over a period of some six
weeks, secured a portion of the documents each morning from the Vice Presi
dent's library north of Taipei, carried them to Nankang, supervised the
filming, and returned them each evening to the Vice President's library.
The filming covered more than 1,500 items, including "Party directives,
government administrative reports, ideological debates, economic plans,
military campaign reports, and a host of other materials relating to the
Kiangsi Soviet Republic." The importance of this collection, the great
bulk of which had never previously been made available for unrestricted
research, was soon recognized. As early as 1963 the Toyo Bunko, Tokyo,
published an unannotated checklist of these items in Kindai Chugoku Kenkyu
Senta ihff (1963, issue no.3). In this list, however, the items were merely
listed in the sequence in which they were filmed, and there was no attempt
at subject organization. Although the Toyo Bunko list proved useful, and
although the films have been used in the writing of periodical articles
and monographs published since the microfilm became available, these
resources could not be fully exploited until an adequate annotated biblio
graphy with subject approach and index was published.
This we now have in the volume of Professor Wu. The work consists of
several parts. Part one is devoted to listing the issues of 75 periodical
titles represented in the Ch'en Ch'eng Collection (also known as the
Shih-sou Collection from the name of General Ch'en's studio). Many of
these items are now made available for the first time. A conspicuous
example is Hung-se Chung-hua (Red China), the official organ of the Pro-
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The Chinese MARC format for books has been designed to meet international
requirements in order to facilitate data processing for Chinese materials
and to promote international resource sharing and exchange. In the course
of designing a format structure to be acceptable internationally, attempts
have been made to take into consideration every possible method of data
processing of Chinese materials in libraries. In addition. UNIMARC
(Universal MARC Format, 1980 edition, IFLA) and the Library of Congress
MARC II Format have been thoroughly studied and compared. In addition,
1,100 bibliographic records from the Chinese National Bibliography of the
National Central Library, the Library of Congress National Union Catalog,
and the catalog of National Taiwan University Library were carefully
selected to test the effectiveness of the format designed. The test was
successful, as was expected.
This book is divided into two major parts. The first part, consisting of
four sections, is the main body of the work; this explains the scope,
application, definition of terms used, and the structure of communication
format of Chinese MARC. The second part includes appendixes such as
catalog card format, tape format, character set, Wade-Giles system of
romanization, variable field tags, codes for dates, languages, and geo
graphical areas, etc. The final section of the work is the index.
(National Central Library, Taipei)

THE KTANGSI SOVIET REPUBLIC, 1931-1934, A SELECTED AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF THE CH'EN CH'ENG COLLECTION. Compiled by Tien-wei Wu. Published by the
Harvard-Yenching Library, 1981. xiii, 340p. (Harvard-Yenching Library
Bibliographical Series III). Hardcover $37.50. Paperback $17.50.
In the history of the Communist regime's rise to power in China, which
culminated in the proclamation of the People's Republic of China on Octo
ber 1, 1949, the period of the Kiangsi Soviet Republic is one of the most
important. This period may be considered as dating from November 7,
1931, when the First All-China Congress of the Soviets was convened at
Juichin, Kiangsi, near the Fukien border. The Kiangsi period ended with
the beginning of the Long March on October 15, 1934, and the fall of Jui
chin to Nationalist forces on November 10 of that year. It was during these
three years in Kiangsi that the Chinese Communist organizational and ad
ministrative strategy was developed. This policy laid major stress on
organizing guerilla-type operations, based primarily in rural areas and
depending upon peasant support.
The period of the Kiangsi Soviet Republic, however, is extremely complex.
Along with other conflicts, there were long and bitter factional disputes
between the supporters of Mao Tse-tung and the supporters of the 28
"Returned Students," known as "Bolsheviks," who had studied at the Sun
Yat-sen University in Moscow from 1926 to 1930. The fact that writers,
both Chinese and Western, are still disputing the roles played by various
personalities and factions during these years is evidence that there is
still lack of agreement on many of these issues, and that further study
of them is essential.
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visional Central Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic. Before the
filming of the Ch'en Ch'eng Collection, only one issue of this title was
available in the United States—no.121 (Oct 1933), held by the Hoover
Institution. In the film we find 203 issues; only 38 issues are needed
to complete the entire run. Likewise, before the filming no issues of
Hung hsing (Red Star), the official organ of the Red Army, were available
in the United States; as a result of the filming there are now 52. Both
of these titles, incidentally, have been reproduced from the film in
bound volumes by the Center for Chinese Research Materials, ARL, which
for each title provides an English introduction and a list of the dates
on which each issue was published.
Part two of the Bibliography consists of a detailed annotation of 670 items.
For each of these the title is given in romanized form (Wade-Giles),
followed by the title in Chinese characters, a translation of the title,
issue number and date (for periodical articles), and the reel and item
number in the microfilm. For each item this information is followed by
an annotation in English which puts the item into perspective, briefly
discusses its contents, and indicates its significance. This section
of the bibliography is arranged under 19 headings, intended to give a
"fairly comprehensive picture of the Kiangsi Soviet with respect to its
political, economic, and social life, as well as the Soviet government,
intraparty politics, the Red Army, military campaigns, labor, and
peasantry."
Part three is a comprehensive checklist of all the items in the collection,
listed by reel and item number. For each item we are given a romanized
title, a title in Chinese characters, a translation of the title, and,
insofar as available, the place and date of issuance.
The work is concluded by an author-subject index, which covers parts two
and three, referring in part two to the item numbers in the annotated
list, and in part three to the Item numbers within the individual reels.
The entire work shows careful planning and execution. It will greatly
facilitate further research on the important period which it covers.
Positive copies of the film to which this work gives access may be pur
chased from the Hoover Institution, Stanford, California 94305, where
the master negative film is held.
(E. G. B.)

MING AND QING HISTORICAL STUDIES IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA. Ed. by
Frederic Wakeman, Jr. Berkeley, Center for Chinese Studies, University of
California, 1980. (China Research Monographs, no.17). viii, 210 pp.
(W2993.87 (17))
In 1979 the Committee on Scholarly Communications with the People's Re
public of China arranged for ten American historians to spend a month
in China to further scholarly communication about current Ming-Ch'ing
historical studies in the two countries. The ten historians, organized
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as the U.S. Delegation of Ming and Qing Historians, have cooperated on
the compilation of what is basically a survey guide of museums, sites,
libraries, archives, and current research Interests among Ming-Ch'ing
scholars in China. Of special note is the epilogue, which is an essay
on future publications and research opportunities. Appendix II is a
general list of collections of provincial archives and private papers.
Appendix IV lists institutions and sites visited, and Includes names of
prominent personnel at those places. Characters for romanized forms
given in the text can be found in the glossary/index.
(Harvard-Yenching Library Occasional
Reference Notes, no. 13, Sept. 1981)

SELECTED INDEXES TO P.R.C. SERIAL ARTICLES PUBLISHED SINCE 1975
rp gj ft Jfck £p ^
According to the Chung-kuo ch'u pan nien chien 1980
1980, a total of 1,075 periodicals and 69 newspapers were published in China
in 1980 (p.573). Some serials carry their own indexes annually; examples are
Hung-ch' 1 jfca.
, Chung-kuo yu wen cf> HQ "ft- 3c
» Hsin wen hsueh shih
LIAFI
3frr 5t ^£
**r
, K'ao ku f~~-£
, and Li shih yen chluffijjj ^ ^
,
many, however, do not. For all of these journals, nevertheless, compre
hensive indexes for specific or general subjects are useful and are in great
demand. Although a monthly serials publication, the Ch'iian kuo pao k'an so
Yin.
/SSES tfr f'J & 5)
from Shanghai, might serve the need, it is, un
fortunately, restricted to distribution in China.
So far, the following titles which carry serials indexes on articles published
since 1975 are noted in recent publications.
:

i

"Pu ren pao k'an shu p'ing so yin"
•&^f& *All;t^ |?3l
. Compiled by
Chung-kuo ch'u pan kung tso che hsieh hui
$ IS tfc.flfei-'ffc% t & / ^
In Chung-kuo ch'u pan nien chien 1980, pp.274-284.
This compilation focuses on book review articles published in serials
between January 1979 and March 1980, and on current important books and
on new editions. The materials are grouped under ten broad subject
headings.
"Chung-kuo shih pu fen lun wen so yin"
g} & ^ ^ " H ^ - S c % 31
• Compiled
by Chung-kuo li shih hsueh nien chien pien chi tsu $ B)
i£ ^ % J£
)HJb # *B1979 Chung-kuo 11 shih hsueh nien chien 1979 4. fiffi tb m
. pp.489-542.
*
I

n

This index includes approximately 2,050 articles on Chinese history
published in various Chinese periodicals and newspapers in 1979. The
materials are grouped into ten sections by dynasties and other categories.
"Chung-kuo che hsueh shih lun wen tzu liao so yin" $ SB* 1£ ^ & tfc
% #f
^51
. Compiled by Chung-kuo she hui k'o hsueh yuan Che hsueh

Tfcj-fc f

so T'u shu tzu liao ssu
In Chung-kuo che hsueh shih yen chiu
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E t t 44 £

t^gj-^r^^;*^^

»No.3

This index, covering articles on the subject published between 1949 and
1979, is assembled from the following sources: /£>B1 <fc *»iH ^Vfcai

+ B*ff**1C*s»

,

and /^•JL*Jlt*l'tt9 t + t * 3 l

This index will continue for several issues in

tfa £g 1fc 1f

"1981 nien ch'tfan kuo wen wu k'ao ku wen hsien yao mu" 1981
B
• Compiled by Chung-kuo jen min ta hstleh Shu pao tzu
liao she
* U V K A ^ t <BLF
• In Wen wu
No. 301
(June 1981)- .
The index, covering articles published in China on important items of
cultural relics and archaeology, is to appear monthly in Wen wu. Monographic
titles are also included.

"1981 nien kuo nei ch'i k'an fa piao ti pu fen yii yen hsueh lun wen so yin"
198Q * B i * 4 f t ? > l | f c £ f c , f e ^ 1 f t 2 $ t * * £ a i
• Compiled by
Chung-kuo yii wen pien chi pu
$ ® "ft*|)
ft
. In Chung-kuo
yu wen , No.161 (March 1981), pp.157-160.
This compilation includes approximately 160 articles on Chinese linguistics
published in various Chinese journals in 1980. The materials are divided
into 13 sections, including language reform, minority languages, etc.

"Pao k'an wen chang p'ien mu chi lan"
by Hsin hua yileh pao she
fft 8
&
, January 1979- .

*»J
U^jft*-

% /ft B H
• Compiled
. In Hsin hua wen she jft #

This index appears monthly. It covers serials articles published in various
Chinese serials of the previous two months. The materials are divided
into 7 broad subject areas.

>

"Chugoku daigaku gakuho naiyO mokuroku"
* ® X ^ ^ $ k t * l ! & B <5fc
Compiled by Toyo Bunko
jinf.-*^
. In Kindai Chugoku kenkvO iho
,
4^K«$B** £/fc*Bl » No.l (March 1979), pp.23-141.

Ten university journals were selected: Kansu shih ta hstleh pao
ft
t f e X ^ f t , Chi-1 in shih ta hsueh pao
•£
I* A
Ifc.
»
Ssu hsiang chan hsien
& % ffc ffc
. Chung-shan ta hstleh hstleh pao
tbd4 -KQ $ tR,
, Wu-han t* hstleh hsUeh pao
, % * If f&
Wen shih che ^ £ -ft , Pel-ching shih fan ta hstleh hstleh pao
^ %
, Pel-ching ta hstleh hstleh pao ^L-K^ft A
Li-lun hsueh hsi TL
jf_ HFC
1ft
'^B
.
, Liao-ning ta hstleh hstleh pao
" F *fc.
•
index reproduces the tables of contents from eacn
of these journals, issues from 1975 to 1977 inclusive.
1

1 1 1 1 8

(Yeen-mei Wu Chang)
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1

T'AI-WAN KUNG—TS ANG FANG-CHIH LIEN-HO MU-LU
&
&J$/^§>&
(Union Catalogue of Chinese Local Histories in Public Collections in
Taiwan). Compiled by the Special Collection Department, National Central
Library. Taipei, National Central Library, (Revised and enlarged edition),
1981. 280 pp. US$10.00
The writing of local histories in China began in the T'ang dynasty and
became widespread in the Ming period. Originally, they were used by
local governments as reference tools for guiding their own administration.
In modern times, local histories have attracted more and more scholarly
attention, because historical studies and the collection of historical
materials are not limited to central political activities. For this
reason, a union catalogue of local histories is of particular importance.
This revised and enlarged union catalogue contains 568 more titles than
the original edition published in 1957. It covers material published
from the Sung period through 1954 and located in 12 libraries or
organizations. The entries are arranged according to the 35 provinces
of Chine, then by the regions of each province. Under each region, the
arrangement is in the order of fu
, chou ffl , and hsien jfcfc. . If
a single place has several histories, they are entered according to the
dates of publication. Since most local histories contain place names
in their titles, there is a stroke count index of place names at the
end of this catalogue.
(National Central Library, Taipei)

UNION LIST OF CHINESE LOCAL HISTORIES IN BRITISH LIBRARIES. Comp. by Andrew
Morton. Oxford, China Library Group; dist. by Oriental Institute
Library, 1979. xii, 140pp.
(RW3004/09)
In 1976 the China Library Group, a committee of British Libraries with
Chinese collections, conducted a survey which revealed holdings in
Britain of 1,100 original and 1,700 reprinted titles of Chinese local
histories. Y. Hervouet's 1957 list, Catalogue des monographies locales
chinoises dans les bibliotheques d'Europe (RW3008/37) recorded 1,434
separate works, a small proportion of which were held by British libra
ries. The present union list provides not only complete citations for
each work listed, but also references to citations in the other standard
union lists of Chinese local histories noted in the previous entry.
(Harvard-Yenching Library
Occasional Reference Notes,
no.13, Sept. 1981)
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11.

Japan
A. General Information

I S B N (International Standard Book Numbers) IN JAPAN
Here in the United States I have not come across articles representing the
objections of a large group of people to the adoption of ISBN, but in Japan,
it seems to be causing quite a commotion. I have not had time to follow the
progress of the matter step by step, but seeing the translation of ISBN
as " ^ <o *§,-Jr *4
" itself tells me that ISBN has a different conno
tation in Japan. According to an article in Ninon Dokusho Shimbun, Nov. 23,
1981, ISBN, as viewed by members of the anti-ISBN group, is regarded as a
system to strengthen governmental control of the publishing industry and re
lated institutions. Accordingly, a comprehensive system will consist of ISBN
Publications Information Center — > • JAPAN MARC — > Nation-wide Library
Network.
There are other reasons behind the anti-ISBN movement, so to those who are
interested, I would recommend the above article. For libraries that have
a copy of Nihon Shoseki SSmokuroku, 1981, I would recommend that they also
purchase NON Nihon Shoseki Sgmokuroku, ¥200, which lists about 2,000 titles
published by companies which in protest refused to have their publications
listed in the former.
(Shizue Matsuda)

B. Individual items and collections
FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC ANNUAL OF JAPAN
The Library of Congress Photoduplication Service has recently microfilmed
the yearbook
07410
Japan. Okurasho
Financial and economic annual of Japan,
1901 -

no. 1-

[Tokyo] Govt. Print. Off.
HC461.A3
for the period 1901-1929 (1923 wanting).
The file is available on 3 reels of 35mm positive, silver halide, safety base
microfilm and can be purchased for $63.00, including packaging and domestic
mailing. For shipment to other than North American addresses, add $1.25 per
reel to cover surface postage. Address orders and inquiries to the Library
of Congress, Photoduplication Service, Department C, Washington, D.C. 20540.
Checks should be made payable to the Library of Congress Photoduplication
Service.
The Financial and Economic Annual of Japan provides an excellent research
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source for analysis and understanding of Japan's economic growth during a
crucial period of modernization, colonial expansion, and internationalization.
It was during this period that Japan passed through an initial phase of
economic growth and entered a period of accelerated increase in individual
worker productivity, capital investment, and industrial specialization. The
viability of the nation and its economic development was seen as depending on
a delicate balance of several basic factors: the demands of a rapidly in
creasing population on limited domestic food supplies; current financial
resources to meet increased government outlays, particularly military ex
penditures; capital needs for raw materials and Industrial expansion; growth
toward greater self-sufficiency in heavy industries; and ability to find
expanding foreign markets for the products of this new industrial complex.
Data relating to these and other economic topics of this period are to be
found in the volumes of this annual publication.
Published in English, each volume of the Financial and Economic Annual of
Japan contains introductory tables, an overview of Japan's financial and
economic situation, and sections on finance, agriculture, industry, commerce,
foreign trade, money and banking, communications. An interesting added
feature is the inclusion of financial and economic data which are now
difficult to obtain on its former possessions, Chosen (Korea), Taiwan (Formosa),
Karafuto (Japanese Saghalien), and Kwantung Province (Manchuria).
(Contributed by Warren M. Tsuneishi)

KEIZU BUNKEN SHIRYO SORAN. 1 E ^
t *t
Compiled by Koichi
Maruyama. Tokyo: Ryokuin Shobo, 1979. 712, 13 pp.; 22 cm. Indexes.
¥ 18000.
Far broader than the title might imply, this bibliography is virtually
unique in its approach to Japanese genealogy. Its breadth, arrangement,
and the excellent integration of its citations stem from the author's
belief that genealogy can only be approached correctly when there is an
adequate understanding of the underlying social, cultural, and historical
background.
The work is composed of five major parts. Part I has three sections.
The first is an annotated bibliography of basic materials for Japanese
history, and contains more than 600 citations. Though many of these
will be found in standard lists, those of special relevance to genealo
gical studies are linked to expanded notes in other sections. Anno
tations are succinct and informative. Each includes title, "reading",
volume number, contents, alternate titles, and information on other
editions. Contents notes are often quite detailed. Sections two and
three of Part I deal with basic materials for genealogy and related fields.
Part II annotates about 500 reference works for genealogy and includes
collective biography (general, regional, and topical), clans, names,
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crests, place names, etc. Part III notes more general reference books and
covers specialized dictionaries, works on society, religion, customs, and
the like. Part V contains citations for works about various families,
additional collective biography, lists of persons, and other materials. It
also includes citations from periodical literature as well as monographs.
Part IV forms the heart of the bibliography on genealogical sources. It
lists genealogies and genealogical materials by holding institution and by
prefecture. The sources listed here are limited to those held by various
research facilities, prefectural libraries, and archives. Tokyo receives
the most extensive coverage.
This Is a useful bibliography and it makes an excellent addition to any
reference collection.
(Robert L. August)

KENKYUSHA'S NEW ENGLISH-JAPANESE DICTIONARY ¥\ % *o
.
Koine, Editor-in-chief. 5th edition. Tokyo: Kenkyusha, 1980s
2477 pp. ¥12,000.

Yoshio
xxi,

The revision of this standard English-Japanese dictionary has been eleven
years in the making. Kenkyusha*s New English-Japanese Dictionary on Bi
lingual Principles has been "the English dictionary" in every home and
library until the publication of Shogakukan Random House English-Japanese
Dictionary (Tokyo: Shogakukan, 1973-74, 4 vol.) in 1973. Although the
new edition only has 273 pages more than the earlier one, the number of
terms included is over 230,000.
The new edition contains 61 percent more
entries than the older edition. This was done by dividing each page into
three columns instead of the standard two. This is a remarkable achieve
ment when one recalls that the Shogakukan Random House publication contains
only 270,000 terms in four voluminous volumes.
To meet the various needs of the general public as well as those of re
searchers in English language and literature, new technical terms and
proper names receive particular attention. A total of 144 specialists
were consulted, as compared to 90 in the last previous edition and to
Shogakukan Random House's 120.
54 people authored this revision as
opposed to 24 in the last revision and to 40 in the Shogakukan Random
House work. When the pronunciation differs as between Great Britain and
the United States, the American pronunciation is given first. Etymology,
idiomatic phrases, examples of usage, and some illustrations are also
included. All things considered, this encyclopedic Kenkyusha dictionary
has regained its place in every home and library.
(Yasuko Makino)

MEIJI ISHIN JIMMEI JITEN.
B£ >£
ttfrA.UH
Gakkai. Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1981.
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Compiled by Nihon Rekishi
8 , 1 0 9 6 , 8 pp. ¥11,000.

This epoch-making biographical dictionary covers the eighteen years of
the Meiji Restoration, one of the most important eras of Japan's history.
It includes biographies of 4,295 persons who were active during this
short period. The project of compiling a biographical dictionary for
this period was begun in 1967 by the Historical Society of Japan to
commemorate the 100th year of the opening of Japan. It took fourteen long
years and 184 people to complete it.
The subjebts of the biographical accounts were carefully selected and
thoroughly researched. The standardized format in which this information
is presented makes this dictionary invaluable and easy to use. An index
by alternate names is included. This gives a sound basis for the study
of modern Japanese history. Another work, the Bakumatsu Ishin jimmei jiten
(Tokyo: Gakugei Shorin, 1978), which included 1,898 persons for the same
period, is, in spite of the compiler's claim, less carefully selected,
and is somewhat more anecdotal. And also the latter includes some people
who were not Included in the former. It can therefore be used as a
supplement to the newer work.
(Yasuko Makino)

NEMPYO NIHON REKISHI ^
B & &
Tokyo: Chikuma ShobO, 1980-

Edited by Mitsusada Inoue... [ et _al_. ]
27 cm. ¥ 2800 (Vol. 1)

This is a six-volume chronology which when complete will cover Japan
from the earliest stone age to the Showa period. The work is under the
editorial supervision of three distinguished Japanese historians: Inoue
Mitsusada, Kodama Kota, and Hayashiya Tatsusaburo. Individual volumes are
edited by specialists for each period, with contributions by other authors.
This publication has a number of commendable features. For example, the
text of each volume begins with introductory essays on the periods covered,
on the contents, and on the approach to materials. The entries are ex
tensively footnoted. Sources for the event itself are listed in the body
of the entry. Notes are often expanded in a supplementary section at the
back of the volume. Full color illustrations precede the text, and black
and white photographs, charts, and maps dot the chronology itself. There
are supra-marginal notes on emperors, reigns, and important persons.
Necrologies appear at the end of entries for a given year. A complete list
of sources appears at the end of the volume, and there are numerous appen
dixes covering genealogy, geography, government administration, reign
names, calendar, and the like. There is also a fold-out chronology of
Asia. The detailed index is of immense help in locating persons or events
quickly.
The format differs from many chronologies in that there is no attempt to
categorize events by field, that is, by culture, politics, society, etc.;
thus entries can be seen in better historical perspective.
Volume 1, which is somewhat atypical because of the diverse nature of the
eras it covers, has three distinct formats; the third is that which will
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be followed generally throughout ensuing volumes. This format divides
Japan into three regions In order to show development on a country-wide
basis as well as to indicate main events.
2

The present work compares very favorably to other works such as the nempyo
to the Nihon reklshi daijlten and to the Nempyo volume of the ChUP koron
Nihon no rekishi series (Bekkan : 5 ) . It cites more sources and provides
information which can be obtained from the Nihon no rekishi series only
by referring to the corresponding volume of narrative text.
The information used to compile the work reflects recent scholarship and
the language is clear. The format is appealing end the authors are to
be complimented upon the arrangement and contents of the notes.

The editors are: Volume 1, Prehistory through Nara, Mayuzumi Hlromichi;
Volume 2, Heian, Mural Yasuhiko; Volume 3, Kamekura through Sengoku, Atsuta
Isao; Volume 4, Azuchi-Momoyama - early Edo, Harada Tomohiko; Volume 5, late
Edo, Mural Masuo and Moriya Katsuhisa; Volume 6, Meiji through Showa, Irokawa
Daikichi and Harada Katsumasa.
These are the capital area, the east, and the west.
their limits will be found in the usage key.

Full explanation of

(Robert L. August)

RESEARCH INSTITUTES ON ASIAN STUDIES IN JAPAN, 1981. Editor: Rokuro Kono.
Tokyo: The Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies; distributed in U.S.A.
by Kinokuniya Book-Stores of America, San Francisco, 1981. xix, 213 pp.
(Its Directories; no.9) $12.00 (2,000 yjm in Japan) plus postage.
This directory covers 82 research institutes, 184 university research
centers, and 158 learned societies in Japan which conduct research work
in the humanities and social sciences on Japan and other Asian countries.
Based on questionnaires, the information on each institute is current
as of April 2, 1980, with subsequent changes updated as much as possible.
It provides address, name of representative, research activities, names
of research staff members, library holdings, procedures for access to the
library, and a list of publications. The entries are arranged within
each category by key word(s) in the English name of the institution, with
indexes of Japanese names. The "Introduction" gives a general overview
of the organization of universities and research institutes within the
context of higher education in Japan. This directory will be especially
useful to those who wish to go to Japan for study and research, but whose
command of the language is not sufficient for consulting guides and
directories In Japanese. It is recommended for all East Asian collections.
(Frank T. Yorichika)
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SHINKU TANKU NEMPO
>^
£v>
Kaihatsu KikO, 1981. 858 pp.

1980/81.

Tokyo: SogO KenkyO

This is an extremely useful directory and guide to the research activities
of the various "Think Tanks" in Japan. It includes an index to research
organizations and their research topics and another index giving a geo
graphical breakdown of the scope of research, i.e., national, regional,
world, Europe and America, Asia, and other. Approximately one third of
the volume is devoted to abstracts of research, arranged by subject, and
another third provides detailed information about each of the "Think Tanks"
(address, name of representative, size of staff, names of main researchers,
brief history, specialization, past, current and future projects, publi
cations, and membership information). A "Guide to Researchers," consisting
of more than one hundred pages of biographical Information of major Japanese
researchers, is an especially welcome feature. It concludes with a brief
outline of the activities and publications of the SBgo* Kenkyu Kaihatsu
KikO: National Institute for Research Advancement (NIRA), one of the largest
research organizations in Japan, which, along with its own research,
commissions and/or subsidizes studies by other institutions. Libraries, in
general, and social scientists, in particular, will find this volume to
be a very useful reference tool.
(Frank T. Yorichika)

SHLMPEN TOYOSHI JITEN ed. by KyOdai ToyOshi Jiten Hensankai.
£*/**&*fciMfcj&S/^*lb
¥7,500.
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There have been many dictionaries of Asian history, large and small,
the largest compilation being the 10-volume Ajiya rekishi jiten of
Heibonsha (now out of print). This new publication is a middle-sized
dictionary, which, from its first edition in 1961, had the ambitious in
tent of including China, Southeast Asia, South Asia, Inner Asia, and
Northern Asia. In 1967 a revised edition was published with 250 items
added; the present revised edition includes approximately 6,000 items.
Asia has gone through many changes during the past decade, and the editors
have made an effort to include as much as possible in short but precise
explanations. Some of the definitions are followed by short biblio
graphies .
The supplement beginning on p. 925 includes dynastic and reign titles of
Asian countries, tables of Chinese official positions, historical maps,
and a detailed index. One problem with Japanese reference books is the
Japanese reading of Chinese characters, and to help solve that problem
a character index arranged by number of strokes is included. The PRC
simplified character listing as of 1977 is a helpful addition not found
in the previous edition.
(Shizue Matsuda)
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SHOSOIN MONJO SAKUIN —

Kanshi, Kanshoku, Chimei, Jisha hen, ed. Naoki, KojlrS.

-*.*-*j*t*II

"

Uelboneha, 1981. 228 pp.

f'fl/lnti.H^ftUli.itt***

•

Tokyo,

¥4,800.

The first 25 volumes of Dai Nihon Komonjo Hennen no bu ed. by Tokyo
Dalgaku Shiryo" Hensanjo are based on the manuscripts preserved in the
Shosdin. This index to the Shgsgin Monjo, therefore, becomes the index
to the Dai Nihon Komonjo volumes 1-25
as well, concerning government
appointments and positions, place names, and shrine and temple names.
The terms are arranged by the Japanese syllabary; volume and beginning
page numbers are given.
A bibliography of 16 pages in the supplement concerns publications re
lated to the study of the Shosoin manuscripts.
(Shizue Matsuda)

TDDAIJI JITEN by Hiraoka, Jokai
TBkyDdo Shuppan, 1980. 562 pp. ¥5,800.

,

. Tokyo,

Tokyod© is famous for its small and medium-size dictionaries: this is
one of the latter. The author, a monk at the Todaiji, has written
several books on the Todaiji and Buddhism; he is also a lecturer at
several universities. A six-year project of repairing the 1,200 yearold Todaiji was completed in 1980, and this dictionary was compiled to
commemorate the event.
The main
covering
systems,
Japanese

part, from pages 3 to 470, includes items related to the Todaiji,
biographies, place names, temples, buildings, events, teachings,
publications, tables, maps, artifacts, etc., arranged by the
syllabary.

The supplement, from pages 471 to 562, includes temple genealogies, records
of temple-owned estates, bibliographies, annual events, lists of national
treasures, and important cultural assets.
Aside from being famous for its gigantic bronze Buddha, the Todaiji is
the headquarters for the Kegon Sect of Buddhism and remains one of the
largest temples in Japan.
(Shizue Matsuda)

YAGIRI NIHONSHI JITEN; YASHI JITEN by Yagiri, Tomeo.
/vt*j B ^ f c * ? - ^ ,
i k ^ ( * 4
• Tokyo, Sheru Shuppan, 1980. ,320 pp.
¥6,000.
/

s

W

There are many books of the "dictionary of history" type supplemented
with chronological tables, based on the accepted orthodox interpre
tation of the origin of the Japanese nation and its people. This,
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according to the author, is the first "unorthodox dictionary of Japanese
history", and is meant to be read, rather than merely used for reference
purposes. He claims that he condensed ten volumes into three, with about
2,000 items; but that he then reduced the work further to one volume,
with selections relating to the common people only. Even the syllabary
arrangement of the items is unorthodox — the syllabary sequence is
followed horizontally, e.g. a_ is followed by ka, and ka is followed by
sa.
A sample of his unorthodox interpretation is to be found under "Godaigotei", Mr. Yagiri goes so far as to say that the 96th emperor was so
concerned about the high price of commodities that he himself opened a
bargain market, and that the man in charge of distribution and transpor
tation was Kusunoki Masashige. If any of his interpretations are true,
this dictionary, as he says, should not only be referred to, but should
be read. As a reviewer, one can only say that maybe he is bringing to
light unknown parts of Japanese history.
(Shizue Matsuda)

(Continued from page 61)
1980 - Contents
Economic
China: The Continuing Search for a Modernization Strategy,
April 1980
The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Trade, January 1980, wall chart
Electric Power for China's Modernization: The Hydroelectric Option,
May 1980
Military
Chinese Defense Spending, 1965-79, July 1980
Military Organizations of the People's Republic of China,
April 1980, wall chart
Political
Directory of Chinese Officials: National Level Organizations,
July 1980
Scientific
Hybrid Rice Development and Seed Production in China, May 1980
(Contributed by
Warren M. Tsuneishi)
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